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Why Choose the IBDP at
SKISS?

The Structure of the IBDP
at SKISS:

A Message from the IBDP Coordinator:

The IB Diploma Programme (IBDP) is a balanced
two-year programme with final examinations
in May of Year 13.

Thank you for taking an interest in the International
Baccalaureate Diploma Programme here at Sri KDU
International School. We pride ourselves on offering one
of the most diverse and in depth courses available to
post-16 learners and would like to welcome applications
from all learners.
The IBDP at SKISS enables students to enter a safe and
welcoming learning environment that will be individually
tailored to their ability. The students often comment on
the family atmosphere that is generated by a caring group
of teachers, and small class sizes enable learners and
teachers to really focus on individual needs.
Academically, the results are excellent. Out of a possible
45 points, the school average in May 2020 was 37 points,
as opposed to the world average, which was 29.9. The
teaching and learning has enabled us to consistently
perform above the world average. In 2019 we had 1
student attain the maximum score of 45 points and in
2020 our valedictorian achieved 41 points.
This has led to students attending universities as diverse
as the University of British Columbia in Canada, Imperial
College in London and The University of Melbourne in
Australia. The IBDP really is an internationally recognised
qualification that enables access to the highest tertiary
education in the world.
We are always excited about our new cohort of students
and you are encouraged to enrol whether you are a
SKISS graduate or from a different school. Various
scholarships are available, so please enquire with our
marketing team to find out more. Do look through this
booklet to gain an understanding of the subjects on offer
and do ask any questions you may have.
We look forward to having you as part of the SKISS IBDP
family.

Edward Baxter
IBDP Coordinator
e.baxter@srikdu.edu.my

The IB is a well-respected and
widely recognised programme of study, which
aims to combine a breadth of knowledge with
in-depth learning.
The IB Diploma is built around a core which consists
of three compulsory elements: the Extended Essay;
Theory of Knowledge (TOK); and Creativity, Activity,
Service (CAS) which are central to the philosophy of
the Diploma Programme.
IB Diploma students are required to study six
subjects – one from each of the six groups – although
the Arts, Group 6 subject choice, may be replaced by
an extra subject from Group 3 or 4. Of the six subjects,
at least three must be taken at Higher
Level (HL) and three at Standard Level (SL).
● Group 1: Studies in Language and Literature
● Group 2: Language Acquisition
● Group 3: Individuals and Societies
● Group 4: Sciences
● Group 5: Mathematics
● Group 6: The Arts

Subjects offered at SKISS:

The IB Learner Profile:
The IBDP aims to develop students who are:

Group 1:
English Language and Literature A HL/SL

Group 2:
Malay B SL
Chinese B HL/SL
Spanish ab initio SL
Mandarin ab initio SL

Group 3:
Economics HL/SL
Geography HL/SL
History HL/SL
Psychology HL/SL
Business Management HL/SL

Group 4:
Biology SL/HL
Chemistry SL/HL
Physics SL/HL
Computer Science SL

Group 5:
Mathematics Analysis and Approaches SL/HL
Mathematics Applications and Interpretation SL/HL

Group 6:
*All subjects are dependent on a minimum class size.

● Inquirers
● Knowledgeable
● Thinkers
● Communicators
● Principled
● Open-Minded
● Caring
● Risk-Takers
● Balanced
● Reflective

Entry Requirements
Students need 5As at IGCSE level or equivalent to be
enrolled on the course. A’s in English and Mathematics
are strongly recommended.
Can I take the following subjects?

English L and L
Malay B
Chinese
Spanish ab
initio
Mandarin ab
initio
Economics
Geography
History
Psychology
Business
Management
Biology
Chemistry
Physics
Computer
Science

Minimum
IGCSE
A
A
A
Not required

IGCSE
Required?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Not Essential

No

Not required
Not required
Not required
Not required
Not required

No
No
No
No
No

A
A
A
A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Maths A and A
A*
Yes- Ad Maths
Maths A and I
A
Yes
 Language subjects will involve a baseline test to
ensure the students are placed in the correct
level of language.

SRI KDU INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL IBDP ALUMNI

Genevieve Ooi Jun Hui
(Graduate 2019)

Han Kai Ding Max
(Graduate 2019)

Melissa Huijin Goon
(Graduate 2019)

Total Points Score: 44
Subjects:

Total Points Score 45
Subjects:

Total Points Score 44
Subjects:

English A: Language and Literature HL
Malay B SL
History HL
Biology SL
Mathematics SL
Music HL

English A: Language and Literature HL
Mandarin ab initio SL
Economics SL
Biology HL
Chemistry HL
Mathematics SL

English A: Language and Literature HL
Malay B SL
Economics SL
Biology HL
Chemistry HL
Mathematics SL

Extended Essay in Music:

Extended Essay in English:

Extended Essay in Biology:

“To what extent did Brahms alter
Paganini's Caprice 24 to create a piece
reflecting his own musical style?”

“How does Andre Aciman explore
different aspects of love in 'Call Me By
Your Name'?”

‘What are the anti-microbial
properties of common herb extracts?”

University Destination and
Course:

University Destination and University Destination and
Course:
Course:

London School of Economics: Law

Max elected to take a gap year in
2019-20 and has enrolled in Yale
University in Singapore for September
2020.

University of British Columbia:
Biomedical Sciences.

Other university destinations and popular degrees
Wong Quan Han (42 Points, 2015)

Engineering, University of Cambridge

Aida Ileani Ross (37 Points, 2018)

Political Sciences, Georgetown University, Washington

Kelly Pua (41 Points, 2020)

Law, London School of Economics

Kristen Erzsebet Koopmans (41 Points, 2017)

Biomedical Sciences, University College London

Arjun Singh (35 Points, 2018)

Economics and Finance, University of Leeds

Sidartha Rakuram (40 Points, 2017)

Computer Science, Georgia Institute of Technology

THE CORE: CREATIVITY ACTIVITY AND SERVICE

Creativity Activity and
Service
What will you study?
Creativity Activity and Service:
You are required to complete approximately 150
hours of activities aimed at meeting the 7 CAS
outcomes. You will be able to carry out a variety of
activities that are creative, active or provide a service
to others. You will be assessed on the quality of your
reflections and ability to record your achievements.

Example of CAS projects carried out
by SKISS students:
Annual Cambodia visit:
Each year, the students organise a series of events to
raise money for the Treak Village community in Siem
Reap, Cambodia. This is a truly rewarding experience
as the students engage the whole school community to
raise money for an extremely worthy cause. So far the
students have raised money for 3 consecutive years
through the Buy a Brick campaign, sports competitions
and Friendship Day.
During the visit, the students teach the Cambodian
children how to read and help to improve the
infrastructure of the school. So far the students have
built a road and a bike park for the community.
Melissa Huijin Goon (Graduate 2019)
“I participated in activities like teaching in a refugee school
every Friday, fundraising for the Treak Community Centre in
Cambodia and learning how to play tennis.”

How will you be assessed?
Creativity Activity and Service
This is assessed by the creation of a portfolio on
Managebac that assesses the 7 learning outcomes. This
is a pass or fail course, as decided by the CAS
Coordinator.

Why will this course be useful for me
in the future?
The Core elements of the IBDP provide you with the
ability to critically analyse knowledge, write a minithesis and to engage with local communities. They are
what sets the IBDP apart from its competitors and
essentially enables you to become a better-rounded
learner.
CAS is a way to enrich your life as a student and to
really set yourself apart from other University
applicants. There are so many opportunities to try new
things and to really have an impact in society.
Han Kai Ding, Max (Graduate 2019)
“I did so much for CAS! There’s too many to list but the
most memorable CAS experience for me was my work with
refugees where I taught underprivileged children
Mathematics, English and World Issues. I got to hear their
stories and background which really impacted my
perspective on life.”

Who should I ask for more
information?
Mr Sutton: CAS Coordinator

THE CORE: EXTENDED ESSAY

Extended Essay
What will you study?
Extended Essay
You will write the Extended Essay in the subject of
your choice. You will write a 4000-word research
project that you will formulate and work on
alongside your supervisor.
Ultimately the subject, theory and research you
carry out is up to you. The Extended Essay is a
great opportunity to really explore further into a
subject that you love, and to really demonstrate to
universities your interest and skill in a particular
subject.

Previous Examples
Cheong Yun Li (2020, History)
“To what extent was Nixon’s decision to withdraw
the U.S. from the Vietnam War affected by
American public opinion after the Tet Offensive?”
Sasheena Monerasinghe (2020, Geography)
“To what extent can education
received by Chin Refugees in The Klang Valley be
considered of high quality?”

How will you be assessed?
Extended Essay
This is an externally assessed 4000-word research
project that is graded A-E. The score is combined
with TOK to calculate a point score out of 3.
Your Extended Essay supervisor will give you
feedback at different stages of the writing process
to ensure your essay is on track.

Why will this course be useful for
me in the future?
The Core elements of the IBDP provide you
with the ability to critically analyse knowledge,
write a mini-thesis and to engage with local
communities. They are what set the IBDP
apart from its competitors and essentially
enables you to become a better-rounded
learner.
Genevieve Ooi (Graduate 2019)
“The Extended Essay greatly helps students to prepare
for the independent learning and writing needed for
university projects.”

Han Kai Ding Max (Graduate 2019)
“I really enjoyed writing my EE, as I got to develop
my analytical skills and learning about the
psychological aspects of the abstract concept of
love.”

Bharggavi Shanmugananthan (2020, Biology)
Who should I ask for more
“To What Extent Does Panadol (Paracetamol)
Accumulate in Vigna radiata, and how does it affect information?
the growth of seedlings?”
Miss Gray: Extended Essay Coordinator

THE CORE: THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE

Theory of Knowledge
What will you study?
You will study the Areas of Knowledge and the
Ways of Knowing. This will allow you to critically
analyse how you know what you know. Regarded as
an excellent way to develop thinking skills, Theory of
Knowledge plays a key role in the IBDP curriculum.
Core theme: Knowledge and the knower
This theme provides an opportunity for students to
reflect on themselves as knowers and thinkers, and
on the different communities of knowers to which
we belong.
Optional themes
Students are required to study two optional themes
from the following five options:






Knowledge and technology
Knowledge and language
Knowledge and politics
Knowledge and religion
Knowledge and indigenous societies

Areas of knowledge
Students are required to study the
following five areas of knowledge:






History
The human sciences
The natural sciences
The arts
Mathematics

How will you be assessed?
The Theory of Knowledge Exhibition:
(Internally Assessed)
The TOK exhibition focuses on exploring how TOK
manifests in the world around us. Students are
required to select one prompt from the list of 35
internal assessment prompts provided in the TOK
subject guide. They then curate an exhibition of three
objects connected to their chosen prompt. An
extremely wide variety of different types of objects
are suitable for use in a TOK exhibition. Students are
encouraged to select objects that have personal
relevance or that link to areas of personal interest.
For example, a student with an interest in fantasy
football might select an object such as a set of fantasy
football rankings or a set of footballs.
The Theory of Knowledge Essay: 1600 words.
(Externally assessed)
The TOK essay engages students in a formal,
sustained piece of writing in response to one of the
six titles that are prescribed by the IB for each
examination session. These titles take the form of
knowledge questions that are focused on the areas of
knowledge.

Why will this course be useful for me
in the future?
The Core elements of the IBDP provide you with the
ability to critically analyse knowledge, write a minithesis and to engage with local communities. They are
what set the IBDP apart from its competitors and
essentially enables you to become a better-rounded
learner.

Who should I ask for more
information?
Miss Jannah: Theory of Knowledge Coordinator

Group 1: English A: Language and Literature
What will you study?
You will study a wide range of literary and nonliterary texts, exploring them in relation to the
following components:

Subject and Levels available:
Standard and Higher Level

Readers, writers and texts
This study includes the investigation of how texts
themselves operate as well as the contexts and
complexities of production and reception. Focus is on the
development of personal and critical responses to the
particulars of communication.
Time and space
This study focuses on the contexts of language use and
the variety of ways literary and non-literary texts might
both reflect and shape society at large. The focus is on the
consideration of personal and cultural perspectives, the
development of broader perspectives, and an awareness
of the ways in which context is tied to meaning.
Intersexuality: connecting texts
This study focuses on intertextual relationships with
possibilities to explore various topics, thematic concerns,
generic conventions, modes or literary traditions that
have been introduced throughout the course. The focus is
on the development of critical response grounded in an
understanding of the complex relationships among texts.
Literary texts may include:
 The World’s Wife poetry – Carol Ann Duffy
 Othello – William Shakespeare
 A View from the Bridge – Arthur Miller
 Persepolis – Marjane Satrapi
 The Handmaid’s Tale – Margaret Atwood
And more…You will certainly study an exciting range of
novels, plays, poetry and maybe even song lyrics!
Non-literary texts may include:
Films, documentaries, articles, blog posts, music videos,
advertisements, speeches, cartoons, letters, memoirs,
photographs
During this time, Higher Level candidates will study 6
literary texts and Standard Level candidates will study 4
literary texts. Students of both levels will also study a
selection of linguistic texts and bodies of work. Students
will be expected to read these predominately in their own
time so that lessons can be devoted to analysis, discussion
and debate.
Who should I ask for more information?
Teachers: Miss Gray, Mrs Jones and Miss Malinowska
Former students include:
Laurel Lim Jun Ying- 7 points 2019
Ng Jun Tim- 7 points 2019

How will you be assessed?
At Standard Level:
 Paper 1 – Guided textual analysis. This paper
consists of two unseen non-literary text, from two
different text types, each accompanied by a question.
(35%)
 Paper 2 – Comparative essay – Students write a
comparative essay based on two literary works studied
in the course. (35%)
 Individual Oral – this assessment which is
internally assessed by the teacher and externally
moderated by the IB at the end of the course. This
requires you to discuss how a global issue is presented
through the content and form of two texts you have
studied (30%)
At Higher Level:
 Paper 1 – Guided textual analysis. This paper
consists of two unseen non-literary text, from two
different text types, each accompanied by a question.
(35%)

Paper 2 – Comparative essay - Students write a
comparative essay based on two literary works
studied (25%)
 HL Essay – a 1200-1500-word essay on one nonliterary text or a collection of non-literary texts by
one same author, studied on the course. (20%)
 Individual Oral – this assessment which is
internally assessed by the teacher and externally
moderated by the IB at the end of the course. This
requires you to discuss how a global issue is presented
through the content and form of two texts you have
studied (30%)

Why will this course be useful for me
in the future?
The main purpose of this course is to develop critical
literacy. English Language and Literature is a
compulsory subject for IB students at SKISS. The
subject of English can open doors to many careers,
including publishing, journalism, advertising, writing,
marketing, public relations, law, teaching and many
more!

GROUP 2: CHINESE B

CHINESE B

How will you be assessed?

Standard and Higher Level

Standard & Higher Level
● Paper 1 – Writing (25%)
● Paper 2 – Listening & Reading Comprehension
(50%)
● Internal Assessment – Individual Oral Assessment
(25%)

What will you study?
Identities
Explore the nature of the self and what it is to be
human
Experiences
Explore and tell the stories of the events,
experiences and journeys that shape our lives.
Human Ingenuity
Explore the ways in which human creativity and
innovation affect our world.
Social Organization
Explore the ways in which groups of people organize
themselves, or are organized, through common
systems or interests.
Sharing the Planet
Explore the challenges and opportunities faced by
individuals and communities in the modern world.

Why will this course be useful for me
in the future?
The rise of Chinese markets has created a lot of
business opportunities. There are a lot of companies
that are looking for people with a high level of
Chinese proficiency. Furthermore, Mandarin Chinese
is the most widely-spoken language in the world.

Higher Level Extension:
Students will study two literary works originally
written in the target language (Chinese). This will
give them a broader, more in depth understanding of
the culture and nature of China.

Who should I ask for more
information?
Teachers: Mr Ho and Ms Tina
Former Students include:
Tan Yen Zhen (2020)
Lee Yan Zhong (2019)

GROUP 2: MALAY B

MALAY B

How will you be assessed?

Standard Level only

Standard Level
External Assessment: (70%)
 Paper 1: Receptive skills (Text-handling exercise on
four written texts, based on the core. (25%)
 Paper 2: Written productive skills (One writing
exercise of 250-400 words from a choice of five,
based on the options. (25%)
 Written Assignment: Intertextual reading followed
by written exercise of 300-400 words plus a 100word rationale, based on the core. (20%)
Internal Assessment: (30%)
 Individual Oral (20%)
 Interactive Oral Activity (10%)

What will you study?
Identities
Explore the nature of the self and what it is to
be human
Experiences
Explore and tell the stories of the events,
experiences and journeys that shape our lives.
Human Ingenuity
Explore the ways in which human creativity
and innovation affect our world.
Social Organization
Explore the ways in which groups of people
organize themselves, or are organized,
through common systems or interests.
Sharing the Planet
Explore the challenges and opportunities
faced by individuals and communities in the
modern world.

Why will this course be useful for me in the
future?
This course develops inquiring, knowledgeable and caring
young people who help to create a better and more
peaceful world through intercultural understanding and
respect. The course has developed internationally minded
people who, recognizing their common humanity and
shared guardianship of the planet, become active,
compassionate and lifelong learners who understand why
other people, with their differences, can also be right and
have alternative opinions.

Who should I ask for more information?
Teacher: Mrs Irya
Former Students include:
Iman Safiya (2020)
Sehrana Uaifa (2019)

GROUP 2: LANGUAGE ACQUISITION SL

Subject and Levels available:
At SKISS we offer Group 2 Language
Acquisition in Mandarin and Spanish Ab
initio. It should be noted that language
ab initio is offered at SL only.

How will you be assessed?
External Assessment
Paper 1: 25%
Writing
Two writing tasks of 70-150 words from a choice of three,
each task to be a different theme, and a choice of a text type.
What will you study?
Paper 2: 50%
The standard level courses are based
Listening comprehension
around five prescribed areas:
Reading comprehension
Comprehension exercises on three audio passages and three
Students devote equal time to 5
written texts, from the five themes.
compulsory themes:
Internal assessment
 Identities
Paper 3: 25%
 Experiences
Individual oral
 Human ingenuity
A short presentation by the student using a visual stimulus,
 Social organisations
follow-up discussion based on the visual stimulus and a general
 Sharing the planet
conversation based on at least one additional theme.
Why will this course be useful for me in the future?
Language ab initio is a language
 Develop international-mindedness through the study of
acquisition course designed for
languages, cultures, and ideas and issues of global significance.
students with no prior experience of
 Enable students to communicate in the language they have
the target language, or for those with
studied in a range of contexts and for a variety of purposes.
very limited previous exposure. Student

Provide students with a basis for further, work and leisure
develops receptive, productive and
through the use of an additional language.
interactive skills. They learn to
communicate in the target language in
Who should I ask for more information?
familiar and unfamiliar contexts.
Mandarin Teacher: Ms Tina Ngieng
Mandarin Former students include:
Thong Pei Cheng, Ocean (2020)
Han Kai Ding Max (2019)
Spanish Teacher: Mrs Meziti
Spanish Former students include:
Choi Min Seong (2020)
Wong Li Xian Ian (2019)

GROUP 3: ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS
Standard and Higher Level

What will you study?
All students will study the content below:
* Microeconomics
* Macroeconomics
* International Economics
* Development Economics
All students will study Microeconomics and
Macroeconomics in Year 12, followed by International
and Development Economics in Year 13. Key topics in
Microeconomics include: Supply and Demand,
Elasticity, Government Intervention and Market
Failure. Macroeconomics focuses on the economy as a
whole and issues such Economic Growth,
Unemployment, Price Stability and Income
Distribution.
In International Economics, topics explored will
include: Reasons for Trade, Protectionism, Exchange
Rate, Economic Integration and Balance of Payments.
Development Economics gives students the
opportunity to investigate developing economies of
their choice and find out about some of the drivers for
development as well as the restrictions on
development.
Higher Level
Additional topics to explore for HL students include
the study of Theory of the Firm which looks at market
structures such as Perfect Competition, Monopoly,
Oligopoly and Monopolistic Competition; and Terms
of Trade.

How will you be assessed?
Standard Level
● Paper 1 – Extended Response Paper (Essay questions)
comprising Microeconomics and Macroeconomics. (40%)
● Paper 2 – Data Response Paper (Structured questions
based on extracts) comprising International Economics
and Development Economics. (40%)
● Internal Assessment – This comprises three written
commentaries. (20%)
Higher Level
● Paper 1 – Extended Response Paper (Essay questions)
comprising Microeconomics and Macroeconomics. (30%)
● Paper 2 – Data Response Paper (Structured questions
based on extracts) comprising International Economics
and Development Economics. (30%)
● Paper 3 – HL Extension Paper (Quantitative
questions). (20%)
● Internal Assessment – This comprises three written
commentaries. (20%)

Why will this course be useful for me
in the future?
Economics is a great subject to study because it trains
you for life, for many careers, and enables you to
develop skills of evaluation, independent research and
critical thinking, that you would need in a leadership
position. An economics degree is versatile and gives graduates a chance to work in various sectors and
industries.

Who should I ask for more
information?
Teachers; Ms Harjit and Mr Shan
Former Students:
Aliya Lin Ghalili- 7 points 2019
Choi Min Seong (2020)

GROUP 3: GEOGRAPHY

GEOGRAPHY
Standard and Higher Level
What will you study?
All students will study the content below:
Geographical Themes (two of the following at SL):
● Oceans and their coastal margins
● Freshwater- Drainage Basins
● Leisure, Tourism and Sport
Core Theme: Geographic perspectives: Global Change
● Population distribution – change and possibilities
● Global climate – vulnerability and resilience
● Global change in resource consumption, security
and stewardship

How will you be assessed?
Standard Level
● Paper 1 – Written paper covering the optional
Geographical themes. (35%)
● Paper 2 – Short answer and essay questions covering
the core themes. (40%)
● Internal Assessment – a written report based on the
fieldwork. (25%)
Higher Level
● Paper 1 – Written paper covering the optional
Geographical themes. (25%)
● Paper 2 – Short answer and essay questions covering
the core themes. (35%)
● Paper 3 – Essay questions on the extension topics
(20%)
● Internal Assessment – a written report based on the
fieldwork (20%)

Fieldwork (Internal Assessment)
● A written report based on a fieldwork question,
information collection and analysis with evaluation.
This will be undertaken in the local area, either in
Kuala Lumpur or in a nearby location.

Why will this course be useful for me
in the future?

Higher Level Students will cover everything that the
Standard Level students cover, and the additional
content listed below:
● One additional Geographical Theme (from the list
above).

Student enrolment in Geography at SKISS has been
increasing steadily over the past 5 years as students
recognise the value of understanding the world around
them. Students have gone on to study Sustainability,
Sociology and Geography as well as wider ranging
subject such as Law and Chemistry.

Higher Level Extension – Global Interactions:
● Places, power and networks
● Development and diversity
● Global risks and resilience

Who should I ask for more
information?
Teachers: Mr Baxter and Ms Cameron.
Former Students include:
Sasheena Monerasinghe (2020)
Lee Yong (2019)
Syawal Bin Hazanan (2018)

GROUP 3: HISTORY

HISTORY
Standard and Higher Level
What will you study?
Prescribed Subjects – The move to global war. The
focus is military expansion from 1931 to 1941. Two
case studies are prescribed, from different regions of
the world, and both of these case studies must be
studied. The first case study explores Japanese
expansionism from 1931 to 1941, and the second case
study explores German and Italian expansionism from
1933 to 1940. The focus of this prescribed subject is
on the causes of expansion, key events, and
international responses to that expansion.
World History Topics.
The Cold War – This includes: Origins, nature, the
Arms Race, US-Chinese relations, Germany (especially
Berlin (1945-61), Congo (1960-64), Afghanistan (197988), Korea, Cuba, Vietnam, Middle East.
Authoritarian States - Emergence of authoritarian
states - Consolidation and maintenance of power Aims and results of policies

Higher Level
In addition, Higher Level students will study three
options from the list of IB topics. The content covered
is dependent on staff specialisms. In previous years the
options below have been delivered:
● History of the Americas

How will you be assessed?
SL: External assessment (2 hours 30 minutes)
Paper 1 (1 hour) 30%
Source-based paper based on ‘Move to Global War’.
Answer four structured questions. (24 marks)
Paper 2 (1 hour 30 minutes) 45%
Essay paper based on World History 1&2. Answer two
essay questions on two different topics. (30 marks)
Internal assessment (20 hours) 25%
This component is internally assessed by the teacher and
externally moderated by the IB at the end of the course.
(25 marks)
HL:
Paper 1 (1 hour)
Source-based paper based on ‘The Move to Global War’.
Answer four structured questions. (24 marks)
Paper 2 (1 hour 30 minutes)
Essay paper based on World History 1&2. Answer two
essay questions on two different topics. (30 marks)
Paper 3 (2 hours 30 minutes)
Separate papers for each of the four regional options.
For the selected region (Americas), answer three essay
questions. (45 marks)
Internal assessment (20 hours)
This component is internally assessed by the teacher and
externally moderated by the IB at the end of the course.
(25 Marks)

Why will this course be useful for me
in the future?
History promotes highly sought after skills, such as:
research, source evaluation and building arguments. It is
nearly every year one the most highly chosen subjects
worldwide and there is a good reason for that, as
universities require it for Law degrees.
Who should I ask for more information?
Miss Parker
Former Students include:
Bharggavi Shanmugananthan (2020)
Calvin Tham (2019)

GROUP 3: PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY
Higher Level and Standard Level
What will you study?
Core:
Biological approach to understanding behaviour
Cognitive approach to understanding behaviour
Sociocultural approach to understanding behaviour

Optional Topics
Abnormal psychology
Developmental psychology
Health psychology
Psychology of human relationships

Internal Assessment:
Experimental Study
Higher Level Students will cover everything that the
Standard Level students cover, and the additional
content listed below:
One additional Psychological Theme (from the list
above).
Approaches to researching behaviour

How will you be assessed?
Standard Level
Paper 1 – Section A: Three short-answer questions
on the core approaches to psychology (27 marks)
Section B: One essay from a choice of three on the
biological, cognitive and sociocultural approaches to
behaviour (22 marks) (Total 49 marks) 50%
Paper 2 – Paper 2 (1 hour) One question from a
choice of three on one option (22 marks) 20%
Internal Assessment: A report on an
experimental study undertaken by the student (22
marks) 25%

Higher Level
Paper 1 – Section A: Three short-answer questions
on the core approaches to psychology (27 marks)
Section B: One essay from a choice of three on the
biological, cognitive and sociocultural approaches to
behaviour. One, two or all of the essays will
reference the additional HL topic (22 marks) (Total
49 marks)
Paper 2 – Two questions; one from a choice of
three on each of two options (Total 44 marks)
Paper 3- Three short-answer questions from a list
of six static questions (published in this guide) on
approaches to research (24 marks)
Internal Assessment: A report on an
experimental study undertaken by the student (22
marks) 25%

Why will this course be useful for
me in the future?
Studying Psychology will enable you to move on to
helping human society as a whole. It presents great
career scopes in terms of job satisfaction,
intellectual pursuit, and personal development.

GROUP 3: BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT

How will you be assessed?

Higher Level and Standard Level
What will you study?

Paper 1 (1 hour and 15 minutes) Based on a case
study issued in advance, with additional unseen
material for section B.

Unit 1: Business organization and environment 1.1
Introduction to business management 1.2 Types of
organizations 1.3 Organizational objectives 1.4
Stakeholders 1.5 External environment 1.6 Growth
and evolution 1.7 Organizational planning tools (HL
only)
Unit 2: Human resource management 2.1 Functions
and evolution of human resource management 2.2
Organizational structure 2.3 Leadership and
management 2.4 Motivation 2.5 Organizational
(corporate) culture (HL only) 2.6
Industrial/employee relations (HL only)
Unit 3: Finance and accounts 3.1 Sources of finance
3.2 Costs and revenues 3.3 Break-even analysis 3.4
Final accounts (some HL only) 3.5 Profitability and
liquidity ratio analysis 3.6 Efficiency ratio analysis
(HL only) 3.7 Cash flow 3.8 Investment appraisal
(some HL only) 3.9 Budgets (HL only)
Unit 4: Marketing 4.1 The role of marketing 4.2
Marketing planning (including introduction to the
four Ps) 4.3 Sales forecasting (HL only) 4.4 Market
research 4.5 The four Ps (product, price,
promotion, place) 4.6 The extended marketing mix
of seven Ps (HL only) 4.7 International marketing
(HL only) 4.8 E-commerce
Unit 5: Operations management 5.1 The role of
operations management 5.2 Production methods 5.3
Lean production and quality management (HL only)
5.4 Location 5.5 Production planning (HL only) 5.6
Research and development (HL only) 5.7 Crisis
management and contingency planning (HL only)
Internal Assessment

Standard Level

Paper 2 (1 hour and 45 minutes) Assessment
objectives 1, 2, 3, 4 (50 marks)
Internal Assessment
This component is internally assessed by the teacher
and externally moderated by the IB at the end of
the course.
Written commentary: Students produce a written
commentary based on three to five supporting
documents about a real issue or problem facing a
particular organization. Maximum 1500 words. (25
marks)

Higher Level
Paper 1 (2 hour and 15 minutes) Based on a case
study issued in advance, with additional unseen
material for sections B and C.
Paper 2 (2 hour and 15 minutes) Assessment
objectives 1, 2, 3, 4 (70 marks)
Students answer one of three extended response
questions primarily based on two concepts that
underpin the course. (20 marks)
Internal Assessment (See above)

Why will this course be useful for
me in the future?
Studying business management will give you all of
the necessary tools to succeed in Business in the
future. If you are considering studying Business
Studies at university this a good choice, if you want
to study advanced Economics then you should study
Economics at IBDP.

GROUP 4: BIOLOGY

BIOLOGY
Standard and Higher Level

What will you study?
All students cover the core material, which is split into
6 topics:
● Cells
● Biomolecules
● Genetics
● Ecology
● Evolution and biodiversity
● Human Physiology
There are 5 additional topics at Higher Level:
● Nucleic acids
● Respiration and photosynthesis
● Plant biology
● Genetics and evolution
● Animal Physiology
All students also study one option from the list below:
● Neurobiology and behaviour
● Biotechnology and bioinformatics
● Ecology and conservation
● Further Human Physiology

How will you be assessed?
Standard Level
Paper 1 – Multiple choice questions covering the
core topics. (20%)
Paper 2 – Written paper covering the core topics.
(40%)
Paper 3 – Written paper covering the option topic.
(20%)
Internal Assessment – individual investigation. (20%)
Higher Level
Paper 1 – Multiple choice questions covering the
core topics. (20%)
Paper 2 – Written paper covering the core topics.
(36%)
Paper 3 – Written paper covering the option topic.
(24%)
Internal Assessment – individual investigation. (20%)
All students must also complete the Group 4
project which is undertaken jointly with the other
Group 4 subjects.

Why will this course be useful for
me in the future?
The Biological Sciences form an integral part of
understanding our ever-changing world. Students
who have a firm understanding of this programme
will be well equipped to go on to apply for roles in
medicine, sport and food sciences, biotechnology
and environmental sciences. Additionally, experience
of analysing data and solving problems means many
private companies and organisations recognise the
value of Biology graduates.

Who should I ask for more
information?
Teachers: Mr Rushton
Former Students:
Melissa Huijin Goon (2019)

GROUP 4: CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
Standard and Higher Level
What will you study?
All Chemistry students will study the
content below:
Core and Additional Higher Level
 Stoichiometric Relationship
 Atomic structure
 Periodicity
 Chemical Bonding and Structure
 Energetics/ Thermodynamics
 Chemical kinetics
 Equilibrium
 Acid and Bases
 Redox processes
 Organic Chemistry
 Measurement Data and Data
Processing
Options:
A: Materials
B: Biochemistry
C: Energy
D: Medicinal Chemistry
Practical Scheme of work:
 Practical activities
 Individual Assessment
 Group 4 Project
IB Chemistry will develop practical skills that
include making observations, collecting data,
analysing experimental data and formulating
conclusions.

How will you be assessed?
Standard Level
● Paper 1 – Multiple choice questions covering the core
topics. (20%)
● Paper 2 – Written paper covering the core topics. (40%)
● Paper 3 – Written paper covering the option topic. (20%)
● Internal Assessment – individual investigation. (20%)
Higher Level
● Paper 1 – Multiple choice questions covering the core
topics. (20%)
● Paper 2 – Written paper covering the core topics. (36%)
● Paper 3 – Written paper covering the option topic. (24%)
● Internal Assessment – individual investigation. (20%)
All students must also complete the Group 4 project which is
undertaken jointly with the other Group 4 subjects.

Why will this course be useful for me
in the future?
Many jobs, specifically using Chemistry, require higher
qualifications, most laboratory based jobs benefit from a
Chemistry qualification, for instance dental assistant or
veterinary assistant. Many employers view success at IB
DP Chemistry as a clear indication of sound academic
ability. Examples of Chemistry-related areas of
employment include: Medicine, Dentistry, Forensic
Science and Toxicology, Pharmacology, Chemical
Engineering.

Who should I ask for more
information?
Teachers; Ms Cynthia and Miss Sharmilah
Former Student: Lee Yong (2019)

GROUP 4: COMPUTER SCIENCE

COMPUTER SCIENCE

How will you be assessed?

Standard and Higher Level
What will you study?
All students will study the content below:
PAPER 1
Standard Level
Topic 1: System fundamentals (20 hours)
Topic 2: Computer organization (6 hours)
Topic 3: Networks (9 hours)
Topic 4: Computational thinking, problem-solving and
programming (45 hours)
Higher Level
HL extension The topics that must be studied,
including some practical work, are:
Topic 5: Abstract data structures (23 hours)
Topic 6: Resource management (8 hours)
Topic 7: Control (14 hours)

PAPER 2
Practical Option
SL and HL Core
(HL Extension)
Students study one of the following options:
Option A: Databases Option
B: Modelling and simulation Option
C: Web science Option
D: Object-oriented programming (OOP)
PAPER 3
Additional subject content introduced by the annually
issued case study.

Why will this course be useful for me
in the future?
Students will learn programming skills as a critical element of
developing higher-level skills applicable to virtually all fields of
study.
Computer Science is a challenging course that will allow
learners to engage in the modern world through the learning
of Programming and Computational Theory. Students will
engage in a project that uses real world techniques and
software engineering principles, and will discuss and debate
the role of technology today whether that be the impact of
AI and machine learning, or the effect of commercialization
of technology on the environment and the people using it.
Students of Science, Mathematics, Statistics, Engineering and
Finance both use and rely on technology, so a strong
understanding will be beneficial for students of many different
career paths.

Who should I ask for more
information?
Mr Fisher – Head of Computing
*It is essential that students have studied Computer Science
at IGCSE or an appropriate equivalent, and students must
have achieved at least a grade B.
Note: CSS and HTML are not programming languages and
will not be enough to provide experience.

GROUP 4: PHYSICS

PHYSICS
Standard and Higher Level
What will you study?
All students cover the following core material:
In Year 12, we cover Mechanics, Thermodynamics,
Circular Motion, Waves, Energy Production and the
optional topic (most likely Astrophysics).
In Year 13, we move on to Electricity and Nuclear
Physics, as well as completing the Internal
Assessment.
Higher level students will also study a further Waves
module, Quantum Physics, Fields and
Electromagnetic Induction.

How will you be assessed?
Standard Level
● Paper 1 – Multiple choice questions covering
the core topics. (20%)
● Paper 2 – Written paper covering
the core topics. (40%)
● Paper 3 – Written paper covering data- and
practical-based questions as well as
the option topic. (20%)
● Internal Assessment – individual investigation. (20%)
Higher Level
● Paper 1 – Multiple choice questions covering
the core topics. (20%)
● Paper 2 – Written paper covering
the core topics. (36%)
● Paper 3 – Written paper covering data- and
practical-based questions as well as
the option topic. (24%)
● Internal Assessment – individual investigation. (20%)

Why will this course be useful for
me in the future?

Who should I ask for more
information?

Having IB Physics as part of your IB programme will
support your applications for all subjects at
universities. This is because it shows that you have
problem solving skills, mathematical skills and
communication skills. It can directly lead you to
courses in Engineering, Mathematics, Physics and
Astrophysics, Architecture and the other sciences.

Teachers: Ms Jannah and Ms Sharubini.
Former Students include:
Isaac Yeoh (2020)
Syed Issa Bin Syed Abdullah (2019)

GROUP 5: MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS
Subjects and Levels available:
Analysis and Approaches (HL)
Analysis and Approaches (SL)
Applications and Interpretations (HL)
Applications and Interpretations (SL)

What will you study?
• Number and algebra
• Functions
• Geometry and trigonometry
• Statistics and probability
• Calculus
• Toolkit (applying techniques to investigations)
HL goes into new topics such as complex numbers
and vectors.
The two courses do not have the same content
since some areas are more applicable when applied
to the real world, while others are more interesting
from a theoretical perspective. For all courses, you
need to become an expert in the use of a graphical
display calculator which is indispensable for the
exam and useful in other subjects too.

How will you be assessed?
• IA (Internal Assessment) mathematical
•
•
•

exploration 20%
Paper 1 (90 minutes SL, 80 marks, 120
minutes, 110 marks HL, no calculator for
Analysis course)
Paper 2 (90 minutes, 80 marks, 120
minutes, 110 marks HL)
Paper 3 (60 minutes, 55 marks, HL only)
two extended problem-solving questions

Why will this course be useful for
me in the future?
Analysis and approaches focuses on more pure
mathematics with proofs and has a non-calculator
paper. It is a requirement for Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry and more Mathematical Engineering
subjects at university.
Applications and Interpretations is more applied to
the real world, but still requires an understanding of
the mathematics. All papers are calculator-based. It
is good for Medicine, other Engineering, Psychology,
Biology and Economics.
All employers value mathematical capability at this
level, but particularly HL. Being able to analyse data is
becoming more and more indispensable in a variety of
careers.

Who should I ask for more
information?
Ask a teacher:
• Ms Akthar, Ms ‘Abidah, Ms Saranya, Ms Sha
Ask a current student:
• Any current junior student will be studying one of
the new courses.

